Allegato A PROGETTO Scienza senza Frontiere – Brasile
Name of the doctoral program

DAPe - Doctoral program in Architecture and Building Design
Full degree

Cotutelle

Title of the research activity
Politics and form. The large scale’s architecture.

Short description of the research activity
A reflection about the large scale’s architecture, in the crossing between morphologies’ project and
construction of the politics’ dialogue dimension, at present seems to be more and more necessary. On several
sides, different studies revert to a reasoning around structure and form of city and territory, and redefinition of
political categories and modalities that are at the base of the urban and territorial’s space construction process.
From this the need of a refounding of the relationship between politics and form, seen not only as pure linear
and instrumental sequence thanks to which define the linguistic-representative forms the transformations of
space take place with , but as central point to think back to living quality and to refound the disciplines that
work in modification of territory.

Scientific responsible (name, surname, role)
Antonio De Rossi, full professor in Architecture and Urban Design, coordinator of the Doctoral Program in
Architecture and building design (antonio.derossi@polito.it).
Giovanni Durbiano, full professor in Architecture and Urban Design, vice-coordinator of the Doctoral Program in
Architecture and building design (giovanni.durbiano@polito.it).

Number of vacancies for XXVIII cycle (begin January 2013)
2 (cotutelle)

Specific requirements (experiences, skills)
The doctorate program in Architecture and Building Design views architecture as a key factor in the
construction of the environment and identifies its primary field of investigation and operational tasks with the
architectural project, the stratification of its cultures, the innovation of its procedures, also in relation to the
problems associated with present-day transformations in man-made landscapes and the widespread demand
for quality housing. A strong attitude to this general approach is required. It is also required a specifical, basic
experience in scientific research (analyzing an archive, composing a bibliography, etc.).

Website of the research group (if any)
http://didattica.polito.it/pls/portal30/sviluppo.dotto.download_file?p_id=1307

